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INTROF:' .TON - THE TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

The problem of the transfer of technology and  its role in development is in itself 

a subject of immense scope.    The expression has many shades of meaning.    During recent 

,-epxs,  it has given rise to numerous publications and discussions and has polarized 

;. xy interests. 

i Is it  incorrect to say that this situation has led to a certain amount of confusion? 
I 
! Technology itself is a very bvoad subject particularly if it is extended,   as  it 

probably should be, to  include not only technology in written form but Know-how,  manage- 

ment techniques,  marketing,   etc.    And while the word -transfer"  seans at first  sight  to 

present no problems,  is this not because it is badly chosen?   Can technology be trans- 

ferred like a material object or siphoned like a liquid frou one vessel into another? 

t-a a result of the inadequacy of the term and a desire to view the problem more clearly 

from the viewpoint of the developing countries, mention is now being made in some quarters, 

nore accurately it would seem,  of the choice of technology, the adaptation of technology, 

and the development of a technology of their own on the basis of existing experience, 

ihile such a concept is more correct, the field in question is vast and complex.    It 

ÍB therefore essential for the successful conduct of this meeting that this subject  should 

3e well circumscribed from the outset. 

In order to do this, UNIDO proposes that participants should leave aside certain 

renerai aspects of the problem before us, which while admittedly very important do not 

strictly speaking come within the scope of the meeting and which in themselves warrant 

special study.    These are in particular, the commercial aspects of the transfer of 

iechnology for which, within the united Nations system, UNCTAD has particular responsibility 

md for which an Inter-Governmental Group has been established,  and problems related to 

äcientific and technical policies, with which many Liternational bodies have concerned 

Lhemselves, principally the United Nations Committee on the Application of Science aiti 

ïachnology to Development   (ACAST). 

I        Even concentrating on the industrial sector, which is UNIDO's own territory, we 

re still confronted by an extremely broad field.    It has been rightly said, without 

ixaggeraticn,  that all UNIDO's activities are desired to facilitate the transfer of 

cessary technology to the developing countries;    this is shown by the fact that tVx 

fferent units of the secretariat deal with various aspects of this problem and tha:. 

has not been considered appropriate to cet up a specific structure for this purp3=0. 



Participants wishing to  obtain  further inforraetion on this  subject may refer to 

the document   submitted by UJT.DO to  the third session of UÎTCTAD.'^    The activities of 

IWIDO described in this document  bear in particular on the mapping of industrial  ù<.\-. "> 

ment strategies  and policies;     the   establishment   of institutions and  services   (indJ: '.."' 

information,   technical  resejrch,   engineering consultant   firms,   patent   and  licensing 

offices,   vccationa1   training,   standardization,   quality control) ;     technical  assistance 

at the project  or industrial  sector level,   and promotion programmes  designed to  farii. •. t 

contact  between the initiators of industrial projects in developing countries and 

potential  partners in more advanced  countries   (investment promotion,   subcontracting, 

development and adaptation of products for export,  co-operation between development   i.-u:ks 

The document also describes a concept  of inteprated technological development 

whereby developing countries who so desire  can be resisted in the design and establi.-; 

ment of technological development  programmes  integrated with their industrial develo¿7-c¡rt 

plans.-' 

These general aspects of the transfer of technical 'aiowledge and its place in  l1 -• 

industrialization process will of course not be  forgotten during the proceedings  -aid 

discussions of thi3 meeting.    But   it  seems essential to  concentrate our attention ir 

more specific area.    UNIDO therefore proposes thst, without neglecting other aspects, 

participants should examine ^he problem of the transfer of technology etsentially al 

the level of industrial enterprises themselves and moreover that  particular attenti' r. 

should first be devoted to two specific types of  relationship by means of vihich enter- 

prises  can establish contact with one another,  develop ties and collaborate, namely 

licensing agreements and international subcontracting operations.    Then other forms of 

intern-enterprise co-operation at the irternational level coulc' be discussed.    Other 

important problems,  such as Government policies or the role of international organisa- 

tions,  should be examined, with inter-enterprise co-operation at the centre of the 

picture. 

l/ Document TD/CONTR/7,  24 March 1972 "Transfer, adaptation and development of 
technology in industry in the developing countries.'". 

2/ See also P. Judet and J. Perrin  (IHEP, Grenoble University of Social Sciences 
June I971) "A props du Transfert des Technologies;    pour un jProgajpe.Intégré A?. 
Développement  Industriel". 
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It   is  clearly  essential  to  bring  into this discucir,,,  cnti-r^ris^  t »,:„:•   lV,.:;  u • 

m  developing;  count ri o.-;   -nel   in more  adv-nnr-d   ro^ln,,;.     ;:,:ri, ..  UlV  ;kvi;;î   .    .      , ^ _ 

;. basin  mecific  examples   elected   from ,  branch  m which   u., v ,re   fairl,   nu.„ n," 

vned.     Th.-   automolil..  • anaUst irinf-  brar.H;  h,,,  l,a,:   :„ ,.<.¡,,.   ,,.r tM¡,   ,;¡,„vi   #>     ,, 

,ivani;v.   of this   actor   ,s  that   M,,   end   product   i;-   a   coapi.x  on,   ,.,,;.-   J    ,-   :  i„rm, 

rapononts   in  tht   manufacture   of win ah  various   industrial   •;..   trr.   ...    ,.lV.,.,    ,        Ti 

1.-. ha,  its  mm  social   fsaracteristics  „u,h  a.s th..   hrand   imr^.-  a^,,t,,¡ w.th  th. 

roduct  and  a  very high  d.rree  of concentration at   the  intentional   level.      . h. s, 

•rerific  features   should  not  ho  ignored when  the  att-vnnt   in  made  to   ext-m'   to  , , m r 
< etors the  lessons drawn  troni the meeting. 

I.     Tüü FACTS 

UÎÎ1D0 has  «elected   *hiy,  approach  on the  baaic  uf a nunber of  facts which  .;..•«.-,  '     the 

' rrar.i7ntion 1o  have  at   J, act  qualitative Significance  in  the recent   evolution  of 

^dustriali.ation.     In the  , ni ornative,  sector,   for example,   ref,re^e m ,y   be made  to  a 

t-eting organized by UNIDO at   Karlovy Vary  in 1%<K     At that  time,   the  first   mention 

r    .-.od was:     Did  the-  developing  countries need to  establish  automotive  industries? 

'   ..imity was by no means  reached  on thin point.    For those who replied   in  the affirmative 

¡<;b'equunt  quêtions  concerned  conditions for the establishment  of an assembly line, 

percentage of integration and the  selection of models.     But  all  participant* were 

:   Really concerned with the prospects  afforded by local markets  in the developing coun- 

tries,  or at best  the organization of markets and production between neighbouring count rie 

At the end of 1972,  these questions are still of course important,  but  circumstances 

iave changed.     Some less developed countries have become involved in the manufacture 

»f parts or even assemblies for incorporation into th, finished product, which is manu- 

factured in industrially more advanced  countries.    This is the case in countries of 

atin America,  North Africa and southern and eastern Europe.    This phenomenon has taken 

arioua forms  and one of the objective« oí this meeting will be to examine a number of 

acca,  reported and  analysed by the persons concerned,  which will be submitted  for 
iscussion. 

Despite their diversity,  these cases have a number of characteristics  in comnoni 

- They are the result of enterprise-to-cnterprise agreements; 

- They are not  confined to the supply of equipment or to »ha-« participation but 
increasingly involve two-w\y exchanges uf goods; 

- They concern not  only the transfer of technoie 
and markets; ;t   t..e transfer of production 
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- Th^y irvolve median and long-term commitments leading in several cases to a 
dyucUii; process of deepening and developing co-operation arrangements; 

- They  ,ake very different  ferras depending on the economic situations end social 
sycteas prevailing in the couniivus concerned;     in several cai.es, participating 
enterpriser, retain their legal autonomy and their own right to decision. 

Attention may al3o be drawn t:   similar cases of inter-enterprise co-operation in 

sectors other +han the automotive  industry,  either in so-called traditional  sectors 

(textiles,  ready-to-wear clothing),   or in sectors employing advanced technology 

(electronics,  optieß, machine--toolB,   etc.).    They occur in the regions quoted above avi 

also India <md south-east Asia.     In some cases there are agreements "between enterprises 

in different developing countries Bometixnes belonging to one and the same regional 

grouping and Bometimep not. 

Are these isolated cases without general significance or long-term relevance or, 

on the contrary,  are they tho first  signs of a lasting trend?    One of the purposes of 

this meeting is to reply to this question, using as a basis the specific example« rerort 

in the documents submitted and also,  it is to be hoped, many other similar examples 

provided by tho participante themselves.    In this connexion,  it will be noted at the 

outset that tho interest aroused by this meeting among manufacturers in the sector as 

demonstrated by the large-scale participation of major enterprises,  seems to indicate 

that importance is attached to this phenomenon. 

III. COMMENTS ON THE PACTS PRESENTED 

1.      Conditions favourable to intei^jenterprise agreements 

Without anticipating the answer to the question which has been raised,   certain 

factors in the current situation in world industry which appear to provide an objective 

foundation for mutually profitable co-operation can be added to the above enumeration. 

In some sectors, the industry of the advanced countries is encountering problems 

which appear to be more than passing difficulties, for which it is difficult to envir.-ig* 

a long-term solution in a strictly domestic framework, or even in the framework of 

association among developed countries. Some of these are the growing scarcity of laboui 

for an increasing numbe^ of jobs, the high cost of this labour and the environmental 

problems in some regions. In the specific case of the automobile industry, the questi0» 

is whether certain technical developments such as the introduction of body work made o. 

plastics or other materials can also promote possible transfers oí production. 
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At the same time, the developing countries are becoming increasingly aware that 

their industrial  leeway car. be mode up only if they tum to  foreign resources and 

experience with r,gard to   techniques,  hiow-how,   organization,   training facilities  and 

finance to suppléent their   -. i  efforts, which are indispensable.     It  is true that  thoy 

are concerned that the industry which they wish to set up should meet the country's mm 

needs «id produce a linkage  effect and modernization in the entire domestic economy, 

but they realize that strategies based solely on import substitution quickly run out  of 

steam,   all the more so because the countries'  domestic or even regional markets are small. 

On the basis of the progress thoy have already made and installed capacity - which is 

often in excess of requirements they wish to develop a competitive industry which can 
take its place in the world market. 

ITay not these concerns among those on both sides be a sign of possible convergence 

'of interests?    Is it not  possible, having gone beyond the stage of laudable sentiments, 

jto progress towards co-operation firmly founded on the search for specific mutual 

"advantages?    It can be added that certain factors,  ouch ao the improvement of transport 

facilities, or the working out of now methods of technical training open up now prospects 

for diversification in the location of production activities.    Lastly, there have been 

similar reactions among many of those in oharge of industry in the advanced countries 

«id the developing countries to the neo-Malthus i an theories, which have recently again 

become fashionable, urging a voluntary limitation of industrial growth for a given period 

of time.    Cannot these cons i dor at ions encourage them to work out together a constructive 

attitude towards industrializrtion and consider how the process can bo oriented and 

ortanizod along the lines of social advancement and human development? 

2*      The possible ways to specialization 

If it is considered that there are objective conditions for the establishment of 

genuine complementarity, a now question arisest how can profitable specialization be 
achieved? 

(a)    It is doubtful whether automatic oper-vürn of the laws of the market can provide 

a solution.    For that,  an easy flow of information and trade vhich is far fro:a 

having been achieved would have to be assumed.    Iforeover, the developing 

countries are in fact  in an absolutely unequrl competitive position.    If they 

are offered duvolopmcnt of tiade through a 'laisses-faire" policy i.t t e w^rld 

level, they will "be tempted to depend on protective measures uhi oh •*- fc ji r d 

what they heve achieved in the industrial sphere,  even if it is elum.ntaiy}  end 

give thorn the imprescion of preserving some independence of decicicn; 



(b,    Many research studies have stressed the role played by multinational  companies 

in the dissemination of technology and in specialization of production among 

countries.    It is true that  these companies operate on vast geographical areas 

comprising advanced and developing countries,  and that  they draw up overall 

strategies seeking to integrate the operations of their various subsidiaries anc 

establishments in a rational manner.    '.Jhilc recoçràzing that they may in some 

circumstances play a constructive role in the spread of knowledge and the 

training of skilled personnel,   it is  impossible to avoid the problem of a 

possible contradiction between the objectives and strategy of the firm and 

those of some of the countries in which it operates.    Even if interests 

coincided at a given moment,  they might diverge in the long term.    In any 

event, the recent decision by the United Nations Economic and Social Council 

to establish a committee composed of eminent persons to study this important 

and controversial problem is to be welcomed. 

(c)    Outstanding economists have suggested that the »im should be en internet ion?.l 

division of labour in tho world context and,  consequently,  an rllocation of 

industries among countries at various levels of development, determining the 

comparative advantages by means of an economic calculation based on the 

respective coste of labour and capital in each of the major industriel sector". 

The idea, uf a world governed by reason,  in which political decisions would bow 

to the calculations of technicians is all very fine.    However, one can emphasize 

the practical difficulties of the undertaking, the aproxímate nature of over- 

all  calculations and the risk of unchangeably freezing existing situations by 

adopting the respective labour and capital intensivenoss in the major industrial 

sectors as the only criterion for allocation. 

In any event,  examination of the facts shows that,  in practice, specialization 

among economies which are progressing towardb integration is not achieved in 

this way.    A rocent study by the United Nations Economic Comrziceion for Europa 

clearly shows that among European countries at various levels of industrial 

development,  specialisation does no% talee place among divisions corresponding 

to the major branches of industry (tcxtiloS;  foodstuffs,  engineering,  etc.), 

but within each of those branches. 



M  o«.•*. fc„. „ mmtltl „„ to plw ln tiw eBtaWl8hin(nt of ^ true 

procer of co-opemion.    The  sconcie develen,  «,«,.,,.„ m„ th(, lnduD. 
trla„23tion ,olicl,s ^ they deflne uin  in ^ fvent ^^ ^ 
»or, for iMividuai activities.    They „m  lnnvniM tne riuioe of tta oector> 

the relative attractiveness of a given ,ind of , ,„,,rt  ^ ,hc ^^_ 

a given type of Inter-industrial  relationship. 

In addition to these general conditions,  Covenants „a., envisage m dlrert 

-asures that would promote the trend toward, co-oWation.    One of thee. 

«Cht he the establishment of industrial,  scientific and tectaica!  co-operation 

agents between given industrialized countries and given deveioping count•. 

,i,ilar to those which the advanced countries, both eastern and western, „.„. 
beer, concluding in increasing numbers. 

The Governments of the industrially educed countries play . wl. ln the 

transfer of technology and development cf industrial cooperation 

through their oriomation of their facial assistance md through th.ir 

technical assistance.    There appears to be growing awareness that this is „ot 

eno^h.    Mr. Jean j^, a ««ber of th. Cohesion of the European Economic 

.osounity,  stated at a recent meeting of the OECB Development Assistar.ee 

Committee that th. domestic „olici., of th. European countries should be 

orient«, along a line more in conformity with th. i„t.r.sts of th. developing 
countries. - ° 

Some signs of such concern can be noted.    For exemple.  among the studies now 

teing drawn up in the course of preparing the Seventh French Plan,  a place 

has been made for the repercussions that industrialisation in the Third World 
--- w_ h„wo W41 irm(iIi uwurtsy,    ta +he Pederal Republic 01 0erMr 

the Ministry of Economic Co-operation has recently oarried out a survey of 

German enterprises that might undertake inc-.riai co-operrtion with th. 
developing countries. 

It is to be hoped that in future these trends will be translated into concrete 

terms m the form of practical measures of economic policy,  i.e. t-ade PolicL,s 

toward the developing countries,  and alio industrial jvlioi«,  regional 

policies making possible the tdjurtments regu^d in the ar.as affected by 
transfers of production,  etc. 
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(e)    While the importance of such government action in creating an environment 

conducive to  international  industrial  co-operation is recognized,  one of th, 

working hypotheses of this meeting is that cornine progress towards special-, 

tion and complementarity will above all be the result of a process undert- . r. 

at the level of industrial  enterprises themselves.    The transfer    f techno?.„Yy 

and know-how will be more  effective,   profitable and durable if these agréer, -t 

also include the transfer of production and markets.    UNIDO hopes that this 

working hypothesis will prove fruitful and that the discussions of this mce. .rf 

will clarify it and define  it more accurately.    The following chapters deal 

with these inter-enterprise agreements. 

iv.   nrnffi-EWTEiPRisE AGREEMENTS 

Relationships between industrial enterprises at different stages of technologies? 

development and situated in different countries may be governed by various types of 

agreement.    Of these agreements, we propose to consider,  first of all,  subcontractmt 

and licensing agreements,  and then other forms of inter-enterprise industrial co-opc.  '< 

which exist or which might come into being. 

In this introductory chapter,   situations and problems dealt with in the other deci 

mants submitted to participants will not be considered.^   What follows is intended 

merely to present a few ideas and to pose a few questions. 

1.      Subcontracting agreementt. 

(a)    Definition and legal aspects 

Note will be taken of the different types of subcontracting proposed: 

capacity or specialized subcontracting;    subcontracting with a design elemcrf 

and without that element;    marginal or economic subcontracting;    and concier- 

cial subcontracting or subcontracting across national borders. 

E. Bernard:    »Automobile Suucontracting with the Developing Countries»; 
J.J. Burst:    "The Place of industrial Property in the Transfer of Technology 

through Contractual Arrangements"; 
R. Ooldscheiden    "The Role of Consultants in the Technology Transfer Procesa 
R. Porter»    'transfer of Technology - the Hong Kong View"; 
UNIDO secretariat:    "Role of UNIDO in the Field of Automotive Industries»; 
UNIDO secretariat»    "UNIDO«s Activities in the Field of International 

Subcontract ingr. 
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It »ould be interesting to «*. ho. those different types of rubeontracting 

apply in the cMe of the automotive industry,  snd in p«tloular whether ih# 

system centred on the big firms in e„y givo„ ^try can be extended to the 
enterprises in developing countries. 

Note can be taken of the Btill fluid nature of the legal foundations of 

national and region,! subcontracting in the industrialized countries, and of 

current studies of the factors which stimulate or impede it. 

Subcontracting agreements are so numerous and of such variety that caution has 

to be exercised in codifying them for general application  (particularly in 

vie» of the terminological ambiguities and the large number of products, 

operators and factors to be taken into consideration). 

In this discussion it is desirable that emphasis «hould be laid on the possible 

transposition of this kind of relationship to the circumstances of the 

developing countries.   How can the existing legal framework be adapted to make 

allowance for the technological gap between the partners and the fact that 

they may belong to different economic systems and to different technological 
environments? 

(*0    Economic and social aspects 

An assessment will b, made of the advantages of subcontracting (increased 

exports without employment, bridging the technological gap, use of excess 

capacity in capital equipment,  training of labour force in modem techniques) 

and its effects on industrial development.    Certain problems will al80 be 

discussed.   How is it possible to prevent the economic fluctuations experienced 

hy the prime manufacturer from having wider repercussions on the subcontractor 

and from introducing an element of uncertainty into his long-term decisions on 

such matters as new capital investment and staffing, vocational training end 

fin^cial plans?    Is it possible, within the framework of subcontracting, to 

avoid the «enclave« situation and to stimulate linkage effects on tho rest 

of the economy emanating from the subcontracting enterprise? 

It would be useful to consider whether the way in which the subcontracting 

relationship is established (on the basis of supply or of demand) has a positiv« 

or negative effect on the contents of agreements, and whether it stimulates 

o- atrophies the functions of the contracting parties as enterprises. 
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(c)    Liait at ions 

Subcontracting is primarily a means of stimulating and intensifying the f]'. 

of more detailed information at the international level.    It makes it  posen - 

for a growing number of interested parties to answer the question:     "Who ma1-» 

whit?".    It  is also a mear.': of establishing contexts.    What  should be dene to 

ensure that these contacts lead to profitable and lasting communication? 

Should not  the limitations of subcontracting in the industrialized countri* 

serve as a guideline for ascertaining the limitations of international sub- 

sont ract i ng (see limitations of the range and facilities of subcontracting 

exchanges in Europe).    This question leads to that of the organization of 

international  subcontracting.    How far is it desirable that it should be 

centralized, and that a set structure should be established? 

It might be wondered whether subcontracting constitutes above all a useful t x 

at a certain stage of a country's industrial development and whether succor.;::'<l 

and therefore mutually profitable, subcontracting does not lead to its beccning 

superseded. It would then be a means of instituting an industrial co-operalioTi 

process which could, at a later stage, give rise to more elaborate forms. 

How should we conceive, at the outset, the legal and economic content of a¿-te- 

ments, the method of establishing the relationship and the international syrtem 

which will create the contact in such a way as to ensure that this subseque :. 

positive evolution is encouraged? 

2.      Licensing agreements 

These constitute a more elaborate fora of the industrial relationship and cover 

both production and distribution.    This is less of a one-way relationship than the 

subcontracting agreement but is more restrictive from the legal point of view (owing 

to the inclusion of industrial property).   These agreements are signs: 

(a) Of implicit recognition, by the licensor, of the quantitative and qualitative 

oapacity of his licensee partner, particularly as far as his capacity in te:v... 

of entrepreneurship, production and distribution; 

(b) Of the pressure of the "technology market".    The export of innovations by 

lioensors has become a necessity as a result  of a surplus of knowledge. 

(c) The deaire to arrange tho selection and adaptation of technology around indv.p 

trial activities coming under the heading of "industrial property"  (private 

area) rather than around industrial activities that fall within the public 

demain (which does not imply that the latter are regarded as less valuable). 
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It        hoped ttrt the meeting „in provMe „ 00Erartunity to diaciioc 

f •0 0,-30, of lining wea,art.i toth ^ thc automotivo ; 

•cho.t  and to arrive at a fc„ general  ideas on what orientation thoy shoul„ hJ^ 

in Particular    the possibiUties of unfreezing _, toclMologie3 ^ ^ ^^ 
be investigated. M'1 

(a)    T¡¡s_agvgitag£g--2.f U.conslna agreements 

Licensing agreement, oan be advantageous to the extent that thcy opcn the do 

though only barely, to sdective technical information,  offer .orne „cree ef 

choiee,  „d establish , channel for further business.    They also ».^ rossibU 

some transfer ef „reduction that would otherwise have to he sou*  in a con- 

petitive st^lo, v,hioh would be very risky, giVOn the proecnt ^a,  „. „^ 

oí the less developed partner.    This type of agreement is acceptât!,, to coun- 

tries that do not desire thc establishment of enterprises with ,. majority of 
foreign capital. 

ft)    toìSyiìfiL^nìii1^ 

It would be useful,  i„ connexion with licensing agreements,  to consider a 
number of questions such ae: 

- How con we increase   he possibilities open to the licensee to choose the 

process or licence best  adapted to his own technological,  economic, social 

and political environment?   How will it be possible for him to obtain the 
necessary Icnowledgc before purchasing? 

- In what ways can an atten.pt be made to reverse, at least partially, the 

negotiating process, which is still dominated by offers from licensor, 

rather than by demand among prospective licensees,  and often reflects a 
monopoly situation? 

- How can access to all technological processes, whether or not they fall 

within the province of industrial property, be facilitated,  and how en thelx 

dissemination outside traditional markets be encouraged? 

- How can restrictive clauses  (such as the clause prohibiting «porta) be 

oliminated and abusive financial clauses be avoided? 
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The solution of those problems along lines more  favourable to the  interests c 

the less developed psj-tner would increase the vaiue of this hind of industri 

relationship. 

It would be useful to consider how information and adviBory services can be 

placed at the disposal of the less advanced enterprises to improve their 

bargaining power. 

3.      Other forma of ix^j^s^er^E^sUlSâ^I^S^^S^rPPPJ^JiSR 

A brief analysis of two particular kinds of industriel  relationship - «ubcontrr.c+• 

and liconsing agreements - has shown the advent age    -Wich they had in certain circua- 

stances.    There has also been a recognition of the Imitations related to  the period o 

time provided for in the agreements, their mntent, or the  inequality which they some- 

times create for the less developed partner. 

We are also led to inquire whether it  is not possible to envisage other forms of 

inter-entorprise industrial co-operation that  are more appropriate in view of the fac. 

that the partners are at different stages of development and belone to different poli1 : 

economic systems. 

As stated above, some of the cases relating to the automotive industry considere 

in the first part of the meeting are interesting because they reflect a better balen- 

ili trade, a medium or long-term commitment,  and a more comprehensive content in that 

transfers of production and markets are associated with transfers of knowledge and ïaio. 

The discussion of thGBe cases and of others submitted by participants should mi: 

it possible to  arrive at certain desirable characteristics.    At this stage we will be 

rxxtent with posing a few questions.    By what practical procese in the pattorn of inte] 

enterprise relations can a greater role bo given to demand in a situation in which so 

this relationship has been primarily governed by offers from the more advanced onterp: 

How is it possible to encourage agreements which not only lead to the employment of c 

relatively skilled labour force but which also have a beneficial impact on all the va/ 

functions of the enterprise?   How is it possible to enable the loss developed partnei 

practice to take the initiative in deterrcining compionentary factors at the product M 

task level?   What are the possibilities of making intor-cnterprise agreements in the 

various industrial sectors, when either discontinuous processes or continuous process 

are involved? 
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ACTION TO BE TAKEN TO ENCOURAGE INTEL-ENTERPRISE AGREEMENTS 

The various types of relationship described above all have their own special 

.rtcristics.    However,   certain action may bo necessary in all  cases.    The meeting 

-ivo an opprotunity to examine puch action,  in particular,  in the caco of the outo- 

-  - industry.    Some reflections may serve as an introduction to this discussion. 

l^fjû_nmtipn_Bystems 

In present circumstances, the absence of an adequate information system is one of 

7-in obstacles in the way of bringing about satisfactory inter-entcrprisc agreements 

a lurgor scale.    The problems to be solved include the poor flow of information, 

-bsonce of communication between partial information systems which are scaled off 

he country or branch level,  and the fact that the information does not reach the 

.'Lvidual enterprises that are potential partners in inter-cntorprise agreements. 

Without  claiming to exhaust this question, which will require thorough study, the 

ont meeting can indicate to some extent in what fields and at what levels needs are 

t -cute.    Por example» 

(a) Information at the macro-economic level on tho industrial strategies and 

policies of the countries concerned, both developing and developed, concideriiig, 

where appropriate, the content of development plane, targets at the level of 

the various industrial branches, tho technical channels envisaged, and policios 

concerning foreign investment,  etc.; 

(b) Tochnico-oconomic information at tho micro-economic levelt   knowledge of the 

technological procesaos, tho development of relative costs, economies of 

scale, etc.; 

(c) Information on enterprises that might be interested in a procose of co-operation 

strategy at the levol of tho firm,  excess capacity,  etc. 

Information on exjetinff tot orient erpris e agreements 

The procesa of oo-operation would certainly be facilitated through better knowledge 

ell comemed of existing intor-enterprise agreements, the successes and set-backs 

ready encountered,  and the losBons that can be drawn from them.    Such knowledge, 

"'.•»npaniod by a critical analysis of tho results obtained by using the various typos 

approach,  could guide future negotiators and give them confidence to tho possibilities 
~n to them. 
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Por "thi'ò purpose,  one might consider how such information could be. kept up to à•J 

and whether appropriate research work on the subject  should not be  encouraged.    The 

indispensable starting point   is goodwill  on the part of those concerned in giving ace»,: 

to "basic information.    It  is  d'-dirablo that this should be discussed seriously during 

the meeting. 

3.       Methodology for the doteiyjjiat_ion of mutual advantages 

A decisive stage in the  process of co-operation is the determination of the preci: 

point at which mutual advantages can emerge between enterprises in different politica? 

economic and technical contescts.    The hypothesis haß been put  forward above that thic 

research 3hould be carried out not at the level of the major branches but  at the level 

of products,   components or even the elementary phases of the production process.    Wh*. 

the appropriate level has been determined,  it will be seen that co-operation between 

two particular enterprises is of real mutual interest cna the practical process of 

consultation and negotiation can begin.    Some lines of research ma.y be indicated in tfc 

fieldi 

- The development of technico-eoonomic analysis techniques that would make it 

possible to cut up the production process int.. elementary operations, wiih 

quantification of the  cost of each one and determination of comparative advanti 

in the two different  environments. 

- The improvement of the knowledge of existing enterprises  (industrial profiles, 

economic and financial analysis, determination of excess capacity and deficient 

in capacity) and knowledge of the technical environments in the various branchi 

and the different countries. 

4>      Ways and means of making contacts 
w ,mm  »m   an* •   -  ir i   [    ir  r  -    i   •   •   Irffc  •   •   •   •  •   •• mu 

The above points are only preliminaries; they concern knowledge that can lead to 

action. In order to assist action, what are the most appropriate methods to establiri: 

personal contacts betweon executives of the enterprises concerned at an adequate leve". 

«id at the correct time? Consideration of ways and means of encouraging these contaci 

«r.d of promoting co-oporation, should be one of the subjects to be discussed during ti 

footing. 
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T. A CO-OPERATIVE PROGRAMME OF DWERNATTOIIAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

If the discussion of the questions examined above leads at  lea* partially    to 

ositi^ conclusions,  it will  ne appropriate to ,x»sidcr whether it  is possihlo'to take 

further step and to examine the type of institutional machine^ that  could promote 

¿emotional  industrial  co-operation.    It  is  door thnt the essential aim of ,uch 

cheery «hould he to assist enterprises in the developing countries wishing to venturo 

•i- tito the  field of inter-enterprise agreements.    Such enterprises are initially ir. a 

ether unfavourable situation as far as access to information,  the range of choice open 

ü them,  negotiating capacity and relative strength are concerned. 

One of the first objectives of this meeting would be to maleo a census of the 

•chinery that  is already in operation,  particularly machinery set up by the participatif 

•grnizrtions, which exists at the sectoral, nation^, regional and international levels. 

>,e machinery is related to a particular type of relationship,  such as subcontracting 

licensing agreements.    Other types can serve several purposes,  such as information 

rvices or promotion machinery. 

cful. 
Mutual information,  and a critical examination of existing institutions may bo 

UÏÏHX) would be very glad to submit to such exrMnation its industrial information 

rstem,   its activities concerning licences,  and its international subcontracting w. 

•we.    It would also wish to study with the participants how,  given certain adjustments. 

«lated programes such as investment promotion or co-operation between development 

aiks can be used for the purposes examined here. 

Another subject oí discussion could bo the action to be taken to ensure better 

aison in the framework of existing machinery.    Is it expodient to consider the esta- 

ishment of new agencies,   either specialized or general?    Is it not more realistic to 

* at better integration of existing agencies?    Is it possible to consider federating 

cse efforts in a sort of co- perative programme of international industrial develop*,,:*/ 

it necessary to use for that purpose existing professional or national structures or 

call for individual membership of enterprises endeavouring to participate in inter- 

crprise agreements and wishing for that purpose to use the services that srch an 

oncy could provide?   Should such services be confined to information and tochrucal 

udy?    Should they cover the promotion of contacts and assistance during negotiation? 

cold one consider working out a system of a new type of guarantees taking into acoovnt 

e special characteristics of each type of co-operation? 
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It will  obviously not  be possible to provide final answers to all thc&e questiorvr 

during the mutine.     It would be useful   if discussion  could at  least begin and if BOO. 

guideline:;  could take shape reding priorities in the action to  be taken.    The inte: 

national   orfani :rtionc,   and tr.IIDO :n particular,   await  suggestion  and advice regardú. • 

the paît tiiat they might  play in promoting the process of co-operetion in a practical 
manner. 

VII. SUTHI/JTY - PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES 

To sum up,  it  ie suggested that the  present meeting should set  itself tho folloni; tl 

objectives: 

- To make inventory of instances of inter-enterprise industrial  co-operation, to 

evaluate the importance of such co-cperatlon,  analyse successful examples an«? 

draw lessons therefrom;    this would bo done mainly by the study of some instrn« -s 

of international industrial co-operation already operating in tho automotive 

industry;    these caces would be presented by the partners themselves and disci;:, 
by the participants. 

- To try to specify,  still in the case of the automotive industry, the field» in 

which mutual advances can emerge, based on objective consideration of trend,; 

in the industry on a world-vide scale, and to examine under what condition» ti..... 

mutual benefits can lead to practical co-operation agreements. 

- To study the forms of intei^industrlal relationship by means of which this 

industrial co-operation can be developed.    International subcontracting and 

licensing agreements would be examined in detail in the light of the experience 

of the participants.    Their advantages and discdvantagos would bo analysed, W 

conditions for improving their operation would be studied.    Then, the prospect: 

offered by other more elaborate forms of co-operation would bo examined. 

- At the express request of the participants themselves, to arrange group or Minted 

discussions on the spotwith particular reference to the automotive industry, 

dealing with the conditions for industrial co-opcr^tion that are peculiar to the 
branch. 
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- To clamine how the troni* indicted oould bo parted by the establishment of a 

co-operai programe of international industrial development aiming to assist 

•Btorprise. i„ different countries in their scorch for mutual advantages.    To 

consider how to organic the collection and dissemination of the necessary infor- 

•ation and ho* to set up machinery for co-unication and analysis that would make 

it possible to increase the effectives, of contacts between enterprises that 

Ight co-operate with one another.    Reoo-endations could be made conceding action 

to be taken by «cverment. and the emorpri.es thes*olvoe to promote this process. 

- To submit suasion, on the part that the international orgcnUations and UNIDO 

in particular can play in proving this process of cooperation.    In order to 

achieve these objetives, the ti«-table prepared includes meetings for general 

discussion and discussion in -»aller groups, and confidential bilateral meetings, 

Which are provided for in the progi» at the specific revest of tho participants 

The organiser, hopo that each of the participants will derive from the meeting, 

Planned in this way, direct practical benefit that will not cause him to regret the time 

and effort expended on attending it.    It is alao hoped that it will be possible to high- 

llfhí «»o lesson, end conclusion, of a general nature that might guide the action of 

irions partiea interested, Oovemeent. and industriellst., both in the developed 

•ni the developing countries.   The international organisation, and UHU» in particular 

«1 io ««pect to be enlightened on the ««mer in which they should continue their activity 

An the vast field of international industrial oo-operatlon.   Without any doubt, that is 

* ambitious program«» for five day. of joint work.    Owing to the importance of the 

Sm>blem powd «id the growing totere* that it arou.es, It can be hoped that substantial 
results can be achieved. 






